Self-help tool for playing the 4-string guitar“ICHIGOICHIE”

響楽

KYO-RAKU
【Kyo-raku】
This device assists people in
obtaining a stronger grip to
play the guitar. It harnesses
motions of wrist, elbow and
shoulder.

It can support to play a chord by pressing down the four
strings at the same time. It should be worn on your left
hand to play the four-string guitar “Ichigoichie”.

【Structure of Kyo-raku】
This part allows smooth movement because
it can be rotated

This image shows how to use Kyo-raku

This device allows people with
weak grip to apply a chord through
the principle of leverage by the
This part should be put to
the neck of guitar to hold it.

weight of their arms or hands.

You can adjust length and position.

Production, sales agency

LUMINOUS JAPAN Co. Ltd.

68, Hagae, Murakami-shi, Niigata, 959-3134, Japan
http://www.luminous.co.jp/

E-mail:kyouraku@luminous.co.jp

E-Mail：kyouraku@luminous.co.jp
Name

Size： S

Address

M

L

Quantity：

Phone number

E-Mail
※Delivery fee is not included.

Please write same information as mentioned above and send e-mail. A reply will be sent
regarding about the exact price and how to purchase the item. Please be aware that
deliveries may take a little time than expected, because it is build-to-order.

What kind of stringed instrument is
“ICHIGOICHIE”?
“Ichigoichie” is a guitar that can be played using

【SIZE】
Ｓ

40～43inch

Ｍ

46～51inch

Ｌ

53～58inch

only one finger. It means one finger is enough to
pick up a chord. You don’t need to learn
complicated chords.
That’s why anyone, young and old people and
beginners and experts, can easily play this type of
guitar. In addition, it is used in welfare and medical

Please be aware that a guitar pick is not
involved.
Note: For more convenience, thumb-pick is preferable
if pick is not an option. Thumb-pick is available to all
music stores near you.

fields. This instrument carries the pleasure to enjoy
music for more and more people.
“Everyone is free to enjoy music.” But it is tragedy
if music is forgotten. So YAIRI GUITAR wants to
support everybody not to forget about it.
We want to live up to wishes that “If distance of life
and music become closer, the world will be more
delightful.”, “I wish I could travel with a guitar and
play it wherever or whenever I please.” and “I wants
to play the guitar but it seems so impossible for me.

Developed

by

MIE University

If there is only an easier way,…” Then we

Mechatronics Lab.,

developed Ichigoichie by the support of BEGIN,

Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Japanese band, and also a lot of people.

Faculty of Engineering, Mie University
1577 Kurimamachiya-cho, Tsu-city, 514-8507, Japan

www.yairi.co.jp

http://www.robot.mach.mie-u.ac.jp/en/
E-mail:yanolab@robot.mach.mie-u.ac.jp

